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Territory Mapping 
Territory 

Map  
Literature  
Reviews

Initial 
Survey

Gave us a good glimpse of the overall 
landscape to see the opportunity areas 

Helped us narrow down on a gap and 
delineate what we would design for

Didn't include students initially even though 
we wanted to engage students entering 
the workforce



Literature Reviews 

Helped us understand the use of AI in the 
education space 

Helped us narrow down on our territory  

Needed to read more on AI

Territory 
Map  

Literature  
Reviews

Initial 
Survey



Initial Survey 

Helped us better define people's mental 
models of soft skills

Could have developed more targeted 
questions

Territory  
Map 

Literature  
Reviews

Initial 
Survey



 01 Need to identify target stakeholders earlier 

Supporting different learning styles, background, and motivations. 

 02 Value in creating two different research paths earlier 

 To help us sift through the overwhelming amount of information out there. 

Territory Definition 
Reflection 
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Research  
Strategy 



Research Methods 
Overview 

8 Guest Lectures   7 Expert Interviews  

 

2 Student Interviews 

Literature Reviews Comparative Analysis



Expert  
Interviews 

Anita Woolley Marc Rettig Carolyn Rose 
Associate Professor at the 

Tepper School of Business CMU 
Distinguished Adjunct 

Professor of Practice CMU 
Professor Language 

Technologies Institute CMU 

Judy Brooks Stuart Candy Jeff Pipe 

Director, Educational 
Technology & Design 
Eberly Centre CMU 

Associate Professor in the 
School of Design CMU

Design Manager & Creative 
Lead, Philips 

Brought clarity to the importance of soft 
skills and the current methods for teaching 
them 

Helped us define how we could leverage AI 
to teach these soft skills

Distilling lengthy conversations into 
useable insights can be complex and time 
consuming

Expert Interviews Literature 
 Review

Comparative  
Analysis

Affinity 
Diagramming



Literature Reviews 

Current methods for 
teaching soft skills  

AI & Education 

AI and Injected Learning 
M. Montebello 

AI and education: the 
importance of teacher and 

student relations 
Alex Guilherme

Improving Students Soft Skills 
using Thinking Process Profile 

Based on Personality Types 
 M. J. Dewiyani S

Expert  
Interviews 

Literature 
 Review

Comparative  
Analysis

Affinity 
Diagramming

Uncovered the existing teaching/learning 
methods that has continued to inform our 
approach. 

Helped us better understand the current 
opportunities and limitations of AI.

There was a wealth of literature on this 
subject, it is important to be targeted about 
what materials were taken on for.



Comparative 
Analysis

Lynda edX CMU Webinars 
 

Tepper Interpersonal 
Skills Class 

SkillKey 

Expert  
Interviews 

Literature 
 Review

Comparative  
Analysis

Affinity 
Diagramming

Allowed us to see how other companies 
and universities approached soft skills 
education

We were unable to deeply engage with the 
products (given the time constraints, it was 
difficult to effectively use a product aimed 
at continuous learning)



Expert  
Interviews 

Literature 
 Review

Comparative  
Analysis

Affinity 
Diagramming

Allowed us to sort our exploratory 
research, and identify the common themes 
that emerged. (note: this mapping exercise 
was a turning point for our project)

Affinity  
Diagramming 

Synthesis was time consuming, and 
required sorting large quantities of 
qualitative and quantitative research 
findings.



 01 Engage with subject matter experts early 

Allowed us to understand potential opportunities, and directed us towards other resources 

 02 Affinity diagramming is worth the time commitment 

 Although time consuming, this mapping exercise allowed us to look at all of our research findings in 
one place and identify themes we may not have seen otherwise. 

 03 Engage with primary stakeholders earlier 

It is essential to identify and engage primary stakeholders as early as possible. 

Exploratory 
Research Reflection 
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Research Methods 
Overview 

Generative Workshop 
13 Attendees

Diary Study 
6 Participants 

Interview 
6 Participants

Note to Past Self 
6 Notes

Note to Future Employee 
6 Notes

Survey 
50 Respondents



Generative Survey 

Had 50 responses from design, STEM, and 
business students at Carnegie Mellon 

Helped us narrow down our scope and get 
workshop participants

Would have been beneficial for us to get 
responses to the survey from students 
outside of CMU



Generative 
Workshop 

Journey Map Sticky Scenario Role Playing Communication 
Tool

Helped us understand a participant’s 
emotional journey in finding employment 

Were able to understand the pain-points at 
key moments to identify design opportunities 

Insights were highly qualitative, so it was 
hard to compare responses from different 
participants



Generative 
Workshop 

Journey Map Sticky Scenario Role Playing Communication 
Tool

Helped us to understand participant’s pain-
points in difficult interactions 

Was interesting to see how the most 
common sticky scenario among participants 
was having a conversation with the boss

Was hard to fully understand the story without 
participant’s explanation 

Making sense of qualitative insights involved 
deductions based on our assumptions



Generative 
Workshop 

Journey Map Sticky Scenario Role Playing Communication 
Tool

Helped connect participants from different 
academic and career backgrounds to talk 
about their past experiences 

Participants had hard time relating to 
certain scenarios without prior experience 

Hard to collect data since we couldn’t 
record their conversations within the 
context of the workshop



Generative 
Workshop 

Journey Map Sticky Scenario Role Playing Communication 
Tool

Was a quick exercise for us to understand 
user’s need in term of improving 
communication skills.  

Received several interesting ideas to move 
forward to the next phase.

Would have helped us to give participants 
more time to think through and generate 
the ideas. 



New Grad 
Generative Research 

Diary Studies Notes to Past 
Self

Participants were able to reflect over the 
course of days, instead of seconds 

Extended time frame allowed for collection 
of improved information

Was difficult to get responses in a timely 
fashion 

Tough to synthesize the amount of 
qualitative information we received back

Q: What adjustments did you make to overcome those 
obstacles? 

A: “A sense of competition and discord when assigned to 
do a task in a team. Different results due to difference 
in style and speed of working that might put one 
ahead of the other.” 
- Aditi, Business New Grad



New Grad 
Generative Research 

Diary Studies Notes to Past 
Self

Participants were able to reflect over the 
course of days, instead of seconds 

Extended time frame allowed for collection 
of improved information

Was difficult to get responses in a timely 
fashion 

Tough to synthesize the amount of 
qualitative information we received back

“…Flexibility will be key as you learn to speak with 
persons of a wide range of communication styles, 
personalities, backgrounds, and experiences. I hope you 
remember that as long as you put yourself out there 
consistently, you have everything to be proud of and you 
will be paving a path to your ultimate career goals. So 
speak up and remember the strengths you bring to the 
table. Your voice matters!” 

- Suzanne, Law New Grad



Managers Generative 
Research 

Interviews Notes to Future 
Employees

Collected information that participants 
rarely have an avenue to express 

Provided us with the opportunity to see the 
side of the manager-employee relationship 

Even more difficult to get responses than 
new hires

Q: Is there anything you’ve learned from       
communicating with your manager that you’ve 
carried forward while managing? 

A: “Always protecting someone from my department. If 
you want to teach your child you teach them inside. 
Protect them from outside departments, once they 
have learned, they will be able to go outside the 
department. If an employee makes a mistake outside 
the department, you should take the responsibility.” 
- Jeffrey, Technology Manager 



Managers 
Generative Research 

Interviews Notes to Future 
Employees

Collected information that participants 
rarely have an avenue to express 

Provided us with the opportunity to see the 
side of the manager-employee relationship 
we are less familiar with 

Participants were able to reflect over the 

Was even more difficult to get responses 
than new hires

“As a new hire, I think it very important that when you 
communicate you clearly and concisely deliver your 
message, listen closely to the customer and their 
perspective while staying compassionate and empathetic 
to the their position… Be open and seek guidance from 
the experienced members of our team especially with the 
difficult and high pressure sales situations we face 
regularly.” 
- Paul, Business Manager



 01 Need For a Variety of Experiences 

Were able to engage students, young professionals, and managers. 

 02 Correlation Between Information Quality and Time to Reflect  
Saw a correlation between the depth of thoughts and time we gave our participants to 
reflect and take action. 

 03 Scaling effort for the research participants  
We scaled the length of the research activities keeping in mind the time and attention 
bandwidth of the students versus professionals. 

Generative 
Research Reflection 
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Research Methods 
Overview 

Student Interviews 7 Expert Interviews  

 

Wizard of OZ 

 

User Testing

 Speed Dating 
 



Speed  
Dating 

Received good feedback from both design 
and non-design students 

Revisited SMEs to validate AI feasibility for 
our concepts 

Being more explicit about the context and 
role of AI would have helped the audience 
grasp the concepts better 

Analysis 
& Mapping

Comparative 
Analysis

Wizard 
of Oz

User  
Testing

Career  
Timeline

Speed 
Dating



Career 
Timeline 

When is the Learning Happening?

Helped in visualizing where in the span of 
a person's career does the learning from 
each concept take place

It was partly based on our assumptions 

Analysis 
& Mapping

Comparative 
Analysis

Wizard 
of Oz

User  
Testing

Career  
Timeline

Speed 
Dating



Analysis and  
Mapping 

Helped us narrow down from a number of 
concepts 

Allowed us to measure and evaluate the 
strength of a concept based on several 
parameters

Different parameters had their own scales 
at times which were not easily comparable 
with others 

Values attributed to each concept also 
depended on the perception of individual 
team members 

Analysis 
& Mapping

Comparative 
Analysis

Wizard 
of Oz

User  
Testing

Career  
Timeline

Speed 
Dating



Comparative  
Analysis 

Molly LinkedIn Career Path AI-4-All 
 

Gave us insights into the best features 
from competitor products 

Showed how these companies approach 
mentorship and finding mentors 

Did not get a chance to engage with the 
products over an extended period of time  

Analysis 
& Mapping

Comparative 
Analysis

Wizard 
of Oz

User  
Testing

Career  
Timeline

Speed 
Dating



Wizard  
of OZ 

With a well developed script and coordination, 
chatbot experience can be simulated well 

Rapid iterations could be made between each 
participant

With any spontaneous improvisation in the 
script, it becomes difficult for the tester to keep 
up the speed 

Playing the Wizard of Oz became very 
exhausting 

Analysis 
& Mapping

Comparative 
Analysis

Wizard 
of Oz

User  
Testing

Career  
Timeline

Speed 
Dating



User 
Testing 

Virtual Assistance Schedules 
Longer Sessions

Virtual Assistance Provides 
Additional Resources

Helped us understand usability concerns for 
each task and timing of when the virtual agent 
should intervene 

Helped us probe into user mental models for 
mentorship mentee relationships

Concepts cannot be improved quickly on 
the spot based on the feedback 

Analysis 
& Mapping

Comparative 
Analysis

Wizard 
of Oz

User  
Testing

Career  
Timeline

Speed 
Dating



 01 Keeping an optimum number of concepts for testing 

Moving forward, we should be mindful of the time and mental effort we ask from the 
participants without overwhelming them. 

 02 Mapping exercise helps make an informed decision                   
  With the right parameters identified, the ideas mapping exercise helped us move forward 

with a clear rationale for our concept selection. 

 03 Identifying the rights moments to prototype and test 

  We developed the complete story however marking up the right moments to prototype and 
test served us well in developing the concept further. 

Evaluative Research 
Reflection 
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Questions 

 01 Participants 

How do we get a more representative group of participants? 

 02 Key Stakeholders 

 How do you identify the key stakeholders early on in the territory definition? 

 03 Pivots 

 How do you effectively tie together pivots? 



Thank You!


